Slashing over enemy territory and thundering its way back, the Republic’s RF-84 F Thunderflash is the latest addition to the long line of Thundercraft. It’s a fully equipped fighter-bomber, equipped for any battlefront photo reconnaissance mission. Thunderflash is capable of operations the clock around. More powerful than any of its battle-tested predecessors, the swept wing Thunderflash is particularly well suited to its role as a fighter-bomber. Thunderflash is being delivered in quantity to the U.S. Air Force. For more than a decade and a half Republic-designed aircraft have faithfully served our armed forces in the fight against tyranny.
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Looks like this grimacing airman of the 140 Ftr-Bomb Wing is digging into a huge gruasusher, but the effect is caused by the raised armor-plate covering fuselage sections and the gun ports of the 500 Shooting Star on which he’s working. (Colo&ANG photo.)